
Relax, Endulge, Enjoy with the oversized 5” DIVA
5 spray massage showers.  Available in conventional wall
mount or European style hand held shower, all include  the Power
Boost advantage for increased performance in weak pressure
areas.
Hand Showers include the amazing BUNGY shower hose, a
polished chrome finish or brushed nickel finish
DIVA’s 5 spray settings include:
Hard Shower Spray, 38 soft spray jets provide a hard
full body, extra wide shower spray with great rinsing force
and coverage area
Fast Pulsating Massage 8 alternating jets provide a
penetrating massage flow great for tired, aching muscles..
Soft Champagne Bubbles, 10 bubble jets create a full
body softer gentler flow
Plus 2 Combination sprays that combine the hard
shower spray with either the pulsating massage or cham-
pagne aerated streams.

item# description pack list

Flow Pro DIVA massage shower heads

DV54C DIVA Massage 5 Spray shower head, polished chrome 6 29.96
DV58C DIVA Massage 5 Spray shower head, brushed nickel 6 34.96

Flow Pro DIVA massage hand shower kits with 59” Bungy
   shower hose and Designer Arm Bracket

AFD6C DIVA Massage hand shower kit, chrome 6 62.96
AFD6C-N DIVA Massage hand shower kit, brushed nickel 6 74.96
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The Power Boost Advantage
All Flow Pro Massage Showerheads and Hand Shower Kits include our Power Boost Advantage,
a flow regulating system that allows the user with less than 80 psi water pressure to adjust the
force, and flow rate, of the shower insuring a good quality shower at any water pressure.  This
consists of a series of 3 brass flow restricting discs, each with a slightly larger thru hole for
maximum comfort in lower water pressure situations.  Designed to provide a strong 2.5 GPM
shower at 80 psi, maximum allowed by Federal Codes, this allows those with lower pressure to
still get a good shower without wasting water or energy!.


